INNOVATIVE TRAINING APPROACH CREATES CAREERS OF THE FUTURE

PROBLEM
Santos GLNG diversified into Coal Seam Gas (CSG) and the Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) sector. It urgently needed a workforce with new skills.

SOLUTION
Establishment of Australia’s first specialised CSG and gas transmission pipeline operations training centre to create the careers of the future.

RESEARCH APPROACH

TAFE Queensland SkillsTech in a partnership with Santos GLNG, created an innovative specialised training centre – including a simulator - to quickly develop a competent workforce.

530 workers have been trained in the centre. Job-ready graduates are available to Santos GLNG and the sector to increase productivity and economic gain.

Santos needed new skillsets for CSG operations. They needed to reskill existing workers and upskill new hires.

http://www.tafeqld.edu.au/RedSpace